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Abstract
This paper proposes to provide Asian common currency in the form of digital currency using
technology such as blockchain by an international organization (eg AMRO) in East Asia. In
this proposal, we assume that each present currency and the new digital common currency
coexist in the respective economies for the time being. With the advent of digital currency,
the common currency has become more technically feasible. Our proposal has the following
three advantages; (1) merits as a digital currency, (2) merits as a common currency, and (3)
a currency that is managed in a multilateral flamework. By the last point, it could prevent
dominant control of an international currency by large countries, and political fairness can be
secured. This proposal has a perspective to develop into a global digital currency in the future.
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1.

Introduction

A digital common currency issued by an international organization (AMRO 6 for example) to be
circulated across the countries/economies in ASEAN+3 7 is proposed in this paper. Although the use
of RMB is gradually increasing, USD is still mostly used for cross-border payments in ASEAN+3 at
present. However, using the currency outside the region may increase the foreign exchange risks as
well as possibility of negative impact from the policy of outside country. Furthermore, it is not
desirable that the currency of a specific country in the region becomes dominant. We propose to
introduce “the digital ASEAN+3 (common) currency” something like ACU 8 in the region. We assume
each country/economy keeps issuing current currency for the time being, which means that the digital
currency co-exists with the current currency in the region. From this perspective, it is different from
that in Europe abolishing the currency in each country unifying to the single currency. Though we
don’t have any intention to exclude the possibility of single currency in the future, our proposal would
have a biggest benefit to provide an infrastructure which enables convenient payment and stable
settlement by the common digital currency in the region.

With respect to the Monetary Union, Europe is far ahead of Asia. Around the early 2000s, concept of
Asian common currency became very popular and even some methods to calculate Asian common
currency unit were proposed. Such an enthusiasm, however, decreased after the European sovereign
crisis caused by the global financial crisis. Having said that, we can discuss enhancement of the
infrastructures separately from the single currency since the monetary union consists of two features,
the currency unification and the integration of financial markets. Financial market integration requires
regional-wide payment/settlement infrastructures as well as legal and accounting system. Taking a
look at the case in Europe, although currency integration and market integration have progressed
almost together, it is also important to note that both policies can be implemented separately, as market
integration such as the development of payment systems extends to non-Euro member countries, such
as Denmark, Sweden and UK. Regarding the promotion of payment/settlement infrastructures, firstly,
high value payment or RTGS 9 systems were connected each other in the region (TARGET
Interlinking system), then, by consolidating the RTGS systems into a single shared platform,
TARGET2 was established. With respect to the securities settlement, T2S 10 having cash settlement
6

ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office
ASEAN+3 comprises the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) plus the People’s
Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. Also, ASEAN consists of Brunei
Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, and Vietnam.
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inside (which enabled the Auto-collateralization) was developed. Furthermore, an initiative to
consolidate the TARGET2 and T2S into a single platform is underway. Such an enhancement of
payment and settlement infrastructures may contribute to the further development of financial markets
in Europe.

This digital common currency proposed may be a tiny initiative compared to that in Europe, but it may
be the first proposal to develop such a financial market infrastructure in the region.

Now, let me explain the merits of the digital common currency briefly. It will not only reduce the
foreign exchange risks as already discussed, but also, increase resilience against currency crisis.
Considering the Asian Currency Crisis happened from 1997 to 1998, a financial crisis generally starts
by an attack to a country/economy which happen to expose vulnerability of its financial system, then
contagiously expands its impact to other countries/economies.

Common currency would have a

capability to reduce such weakness. More importantly, common currency is to be operated based on
multi-county/economy cooperation, which means small countries/economies have higher possibility
having equivalent voice with big countries/economies.

Under current global financial system, US is

a hegemony state, and China could be such a country/economy in the future. Multi-country/economy
framework of common currency could mitigate such a negative impact by curbing big
countries/economies hegemony.

It may be pointed out that the common currency proposed here is complicated because it will coexist
with other current currencies in the region. But, considering current situation such as dollarized
countries/economies in which two currencies already circulated, and moreover, considering the
possibility of private crypt-currencies such as bitcoin and Libra prevail, circulation of publicly
authorized common digital currency would be beneficial for the countries/economies as well as for
the region. As a matter of fact, electronic money and other payment instruments are already prevailing
(coexisting) in some countries/economies in the region.

In ASEAN+3, it is a well-known fact that about 500 years ago, we had a
common currency “Yongle coin (永楽通宝)” which is a coin in Ming Dynasty
of China prevailing wide area in Asia including Japan. In Japan, we didn’t
have our own currency and utilized the Yongle coin as a common currency.
This regional common digital currency concept could be a proposal having
Yongle coin again but controlled by all the countries/economies in the region. Considering that the
Yongle coin is used in Europe, too.

The regional common digital currency proposing here may

possibly be expanded globally.
3

2.

On digital currency

With respect to the digital currency issued by central banks (CBDC), there are already many papers
and some actual initiatives.

Among those, the policy and direction of a central bank may be clearly

mentioned by the speech “Should the Bank of Japan Issue a Digital Currency?” made by Mr.
Masayoshi Amemiya, Deputy Governor of the Bank. More specifically, “Many central banks therefore
take the position that they have no plan to issue CBDCs in the near future but will continue research
into CBDCs, which is the position of the Bank of Japan also takes” is clearly mentioning the position
of central banks.

In the speech, CBDC is categorized into two variants “wholesale CBDC” and

“general purpose CBDC”. Characteristics of each variant are explained as follows:
The “wholesale CBDC” is electronic central bank money, which offers access to a limited group of
users such as banks, among whom it is used for funds settlement. The “wholesale CBDC” adopts new
information technologies such as distributed ledger technology (DLT) in settlements using central
bank deposits, or central bank liabilities which have been digitized. The “general purpose CBDC” is
electronic central bank money which is assumed to be widely accessible, including for individuals and
firms.

The “general purpose CBDC” is also a substitute for cash (banknotes and coins).

The

“general purpose CBDC” is categorized into two issuing forms, “account-based” and “token-based”.
In the “account-based” CBDC, individuals and firms open an account at a central bank and use it to
make transfers between accounts, which effects payment and settlement.

In the “token-based”

CBDC, which is also referred as a “value-based” CBDC, users deposit CBDC to their smartphone
applications or IC cards and transfer value to other users when making payments. The electronic
money prevailing in Japan is categorized as “token-based” digital currency.

By the way, the “wholesale CBDC” scheme can be applied for the issuing fixed income securities,
reaching the level of practical implementation. In this paper, a method issuing the digital common
currency (AMRO coin) combining the “wholesale” and “token-based” schemes is proposed.

3.

An example for implementation of AMRO coin

Taking a look at current technological trends, significant numbers of financial businesses and services
which fully utilizing DLT are proposed and actually implemented. In this paper, “wholesale” scheme
applied for bond issuance using private type DLT 11 and “token-based” scheme applicable for digital
currency issued by centralized organization using blockchain technology of narrow definition 12 are
11
12

“Project DLT Scripless Bond”, 2017 Bank of Thailand for example.
“(WO2009008105) Electronic money intended to be issued as legal currency by central bank or
4

combined to issue digital common currency issued by an international organization (AMRO).

Firstly, the governments and/or central banks in ASEAN+3 provide (invest) their government bonds
and/or currencies to an international organization (AMRO).

Secondary, AMRO issues “Bond to

issue AMRO coin” equivalent with the asset provided. Considering the situation in ASEAN+3, the
bond may be “ACU denominated bond”. Having said that, from the viewpoint of the “ease of
implementation”, “USD denominated bond” may also be adopted tentatively as a starting initiative.
By doing so, governments and/or central banks in the region can have “Bond for issuing AMRO coin”
on their asset side of balance sheet and will be able to issue AMRO coin up the amount. In other
words, governments and/or central banks can provide AMRO coin to financial institutions, firms,
merchants, and individuals of the countries/economies up to the amount of “Bond for issuing AMRO
coin”. More specifically, when AMRO coin issued, the exact amount of “Bond for issuing AMRO coin
Figure 1: Bond for issuing AMRO coin
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When issuing AMRO coin in each country/economy, AMRO coin should be circulated as value stored
in a physical device or hardware such as electronic wallet and/or vault having sufficient tamper

institution having function equivalent to that of central bank and electronic money system” 2007,
Taiji Inui for example
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resistance (such as contactless smart card and NFC 13) protected by strong encryption (value-based
digital currency).

When actually implement the AMRO coin, proven technologies such as electronic money systems in
Japan and the measures using blockchain technology in narrow meaning such as “Electronic money
intended to be issued as legal currency by central bank or institution having function equivalent to that
of central bank and electronic money system (WO2009008105)” can be good references to provide
safe and efficient AMRO coin. Could you refer to the Attachment as an example of AMRO coin
issuing method, showing basic concept, structure, and characteristics of the digital currency, please?
Figure 3: Cross-border usage of AMRO coin
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4.

Creditworthiness, general acceptability, and finality of AMRO coin

When discussing the functions of CBDC as a currency, creditworthiness, general acceptance, and
finality would be the most important issues. Generally, a currency issued by a central bank is a legal
tender having mandatory power backed by the creditworthiness of lender of last resort. With respect
to the creditworthiness of the AMRO coin without such a legal background, it needs to be guaranteed
as a safe asset just as private digital currency. As explained the above, each country/economy provides
asset such as bond equivalent with the amount of AMRO coin to be issued by the government and/or
central bank in order to secure creditworthiness of the AMRO coin. Also, AMRO has a function and
role to conduct surveillance to ASEAN+3 countries/economies and takes proper action when some
issues happen after analyzing the situation and financial condition of the country/economy.
Furthermore, AMRO has a safety-net named “Chiang Mai Initiative Multi (CMIM)” to support a
country/economy, should something such as short-term shortage of liquidity happen in the

13

Near Field Communication
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country/economy, which would be a good evidence for AMRO having sufficient creditworthiness.

With respect to the general acceptability, this would be a most important pre-requisite for AMRO coin
to be accepted as a payment instrument widely by the common people in the region. Even though
cashless society has been advocated so many years in Japan, cash is still major payment instrument in
the country, yet.

Also, cheque is still being circulated in some countries/economies. It may be

because you don’t have to know additional information such as bank account number of payee when
you use cash or cheque as a payment instrument. A good evidence of this is QR code payment. By
scanning QR code at a merchant when buying something, you (your mobile wallet) can capture all
necessary information of payee (the merchant) without entering such information by yourself, which
increases user-friendliness and convenience drastically. Considering the case of AMRO coin, AMRO
coin can complete payment (transfer of stored value) easily by just touching your mobile wallet (or
smart card) to a POS 14 terminal or each other without entering any additional information such as
account number because it is “value-based” payment instrument having the value inside the hardware.
Also, AMRO coin has the finality by transferring the value from your mobile wallet to others just like
cash because it is a “value-based” type payment instrument.

5.

Sharing seigniorage

Since the total amount of bonds for issuing AMRO coin will be shown on the liability side of balance
sheet of AMRO, equivalent value of safe asset provided by ASEAN+3 governments and/or central
banks will be shown on the asset side of the balance sheet of AMRO. The profit obtained from the
asset (management) will be distributed to the ASEAN+3 countries/economies as seigniorage 15 after
deducting operational cost and savings for future enhancement and maintenance. In other words, profit
obtained from the operation (management) of the asset for AMRO coin issuing will be shared with the
ASEAN+3 countries/economies based on the period of AMRO coin staying in the country/economy.
The period staying in a country/economy for each AMRO coin can be calculated from the history of
the coin. As described later, for the dollarized countries/economies it will be a benefit to obtain
seigniorage of issuing AMRO coin, though for the countries/economies which issue their own
currency may not get much benefit considering the possibility of reducing the amount of their own
currency.

6.

14
15

Benefits of AMRO coin

Point of sale
Seigniorage could be distributed to central banks in the region as a coupon of the bond.
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The introduction of digital common currency, AMRO coin, would give us various advantages.
The main advantages come from (1) being a digital currency, (2) being a cross-border
common currency, and (3) being a publicly managed currency rather than a private currency.
(1) Reduction of fee (commission) for international (workers) remittance

As mentioned before, cross-border workers remittance may be able to be securely completed freely
with little or no commission (fee). Particularly, when international remittance with mobile phone is
implemented, cross-border transferability of AMRO coin will be secure and convenient. Also, it may
be used for micro-financing both to conduct finance and get refunded.
Furthermore, with AMRO coins, remittance between companies will be cheaper than before. In the
ASEAN + 3 regions, since the supply chain is well developed, the production and sales of companies
are already integrated across the border as a region. Institutional development such as FTA (Free Trade
Agreement) has promoted intra-regional trade. Meanwhile, financial services were segmented. The
development of a regional wide payment system using a digital common currency will provide
financial services that respond to the progress of economic integration in production and trade.
(2) Stable monetary policy implementation for developing (particularly dollarized)
countries/economies
If AMRO coin is adopted as a legal tender in a country/economy whose monetary policy is not stable,
AMRO coin (ACU) may offer a reasonable way to conduct stable monetary operation. As already
mentioned, stable seigniorage will be secured for dollarized countries/economies.

(3) Reduction of social cost

By introducing AMRO coin, social cost may be able to be reduced. Generally, digital currency like
AMRO coin has high user-friendliness and convenience reducing service time at a merchant such as
operation time for POS machine etc., which could reduce workload and time for payment. Also, if
AMRO coin is widely accepted, it could be an alternative payment instrument for physical coin, which
will also reduce handling cost and workload of physical coin.

(4) Securing safety and security

AMRO coin is much secure that the private virtual coin stored and managed by virtual currency
8

exchanges, because AMRO coin is protected by not only cryptographic measures (encryption) but also
physical hardware with tamper resistance (IC chip such as NFC). AMRO coin will also have measures
to address the requirements from Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)
without having negative effects for anonymity.
(5) Prevention of direct and physical transmission of infectious diseases
When cash is used as a payment method, it is generally handed over, and there is a risk that
viruses and pathogens will be physically and directly transmitted via cash 16. On the other hand,
when using digital currencies such as AMRO coins, (i) contacting a card or mobile device
with a built-in NFC (contactless IC chip) with a POS terminal, (ii) mobile device or terminal
By reading the QR code with the attached scanner, (iii) electronically transferring between
mobile devices, etc., the currency (data) is transmitted without physical intermediaries, and
payment is completed. Therefore, by using AMRO coins, direct transmission of viruses and
pathogens can be considerably contained.
(6) Providing fair services

Some countries/economies in ASEAN+3 issue a unique card linked with a unique number such as
national ID and social security number for all people (nationals) of the countries/economies. If such a
national ID and/or social security number can be stored safely in a chip (NFC for example), AMRO
coin can also be saved in the chip securely. As such, all people (nationals) in the country/economy will
be able to have electronic wallet for AMRO coin. Government payment and expenditure such as social
welfare and pension can be transferred to the electronic wallet. The wallet can be used for receiving
workers remittance from outside country/economy, too.

(7) Vitalizing regional activities and enhancing globalization

Through the discussions by the government agencies and central banks particularly AMRO in
ASEAN+3, regional activities will be expected. A future topic such as currency unification could be a
topic of discussion if environmental conditions become mature in the future. It is especially important
to be managed in a multilateral framework. In a multilateral framework, as in the case of the European

16

However, Auer et al. (2000) points out “Scientific evidence suggests that the probability
of transmission via banknotes is low when compared with other frequently-touched
objects, such as credit card terminals or PIN pads.”
9

Central Bank, large and small countries have equal voices. International currencies are an global
economic infrastructure that can avoid the inadequate situation in which large powers dominate
international currencies.
This concept may be applicable
International remittance or direct transfer for cross border payments
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In this proposal, it is assumed that AMRO coins and national currencies are simultaneously
circulating in each country (economy). In the case of Europe, in 1998 the national currencies
were integrated into a single currency, the euro. At the same time, it aimed to make the
European financial market a single market. This reflected the strong political will toward
economic integration in Europe at that time. The single currency had the great effect of
making Europe's financial markets efficient, but it was regarded as a drawback to deprive the
member countries of monetary policy freedom. On the other hand, the situation in which a
common currency coexists with national currencies is complicated and inferior to a single
currency in terms of financial market integration. However, such situation would be more
appropriate because it is more flexible system that maintains the degree of freedom in
monetary policy to some extent, and that political will is relatively weak in East Asia compared
to Europe.

7.

Remaining challenges and possible next steps

When AMRO coin actually being used, there remain some challenges yet. One of the challenges is
penetration of mobile wallet with secure IC chip such as NFC in AEAN+3. With respect to the general
acceptability, it is expected to provide (distribute) contactless smart card with secure chip such as NFC
having national ID inside to entire people (nationals) free by the government in ASEAN+3. Also,
distribution of terminal and/or tablet to read such information from the smart card for payment and

17
18
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other business purpose. Where AMRO coin operation center and its backup site located could be a
serious political challenge.

Interface specifications and application interface (API) for the POS

terminals and with other devices will also be a challenge. In order to make AMRO coin concept to
upgrade to actual implementation initiative, some technical challenges remain. Followings are possible
remaining challenges from business practice perspective; (i) the framework for each government and
central bank invest to AMRO (legal background, budget, and process), (ii) internal regulation for
AMRO to conduct such an operation as a printing works/mint of AMRO coin, (iii) cooperation and
competition with other CBDCs and/or virtual currencies, (iv) competition with current banking system
in particular with big banks, and (v) possible impact to monetary operations. When issuing AMRO
coin as currency in ASEAN+3, a basket currency unit such as ACU may be ideal way. Having said
that, considering the enormous workload and time needed for starting euro in Europe, it may be
extremely difficult to issue AMRO coin denominated as ACU. Therefore, as the first stage, a regional
(AMRO) coin denominated in USD may be possible practical way. Moreover, new currency services
such as Libra (basket currency) may be a good reference technologically and operationally to be
surveyed and reviewed. As such, in order to implement AMRO coin, it may be suggested that a
survey team be established and study this issue for one or two years. Then, the study results may be
reported to ASEAN+3 Deputies’ meeting and Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors’ meeting
through ABMI.

Anyway, it may be advised that a organizational framework to discuss this issue be

established in ASEAN+3 and AMRO.

8.

Conclusions

Issuing digital currency itself has already reached a practical stage of implementation technologically.
However, it may need further discussions to issue it as the legal tender of a country/economy. Having
said that, considering the characteristics of the digital currency, it may be a possible way if it is used
(i) as a measure for small value cross-border remittance and (ii) prepaid “value-based” payment
instrument, circulating in ASEAN+3 region. Considering the trend in ASEAN+3 where financial
and economic activities across the border have been increasing drastically, the introduction of regional
common digital currency such as AMRO coin would be beneficial for the region supporting crossborder transactions providing the convenient way of payment and remittance to the people working in
different countries/economies.

Furthermore, if AMRO coin is well accepted by the society and has increased creditworthiness, AMRO
may be able to issue AMRO coin exceeding the asset obtained from the ASEAN+3 governments and
central banks in the future.
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Attachment

Electronic money and the electronic money system intended to be issued
as legal tender by a central bank or an institution having function
equivalent with the central bank (Preliminary draft)

Technologies to be used for the electronic money to be used as a legal tender and/or common currency
issued by central banks and/or international organizations having equivalent functions and/or roles are
described here. More specifically, (i) electronic money issuing technology including PKI (public key
infrastructure), (ii) electronic money storing technology safely and securely including electronic purse
and electronic vault, (iii) electronic money transferring technology between electronic purses safely
and securely using encryption, and (iv) counterfeit electronic money detection technology utilizing
history of transfer (block chain using PKI) are discussed hereinafter.

Note: This attachment describes salient points of the concept applied for the patent in 2007. Since
there was no terminology “digital currency” at that time, “electronic money” is used instead of “digital
currency” as a similar meaning. Also, technological elements explained here are stable at that time
and can be used as proven technologies currently, too. Having said that, if this concept can be further
studied, it is suggested that further study be conducted to utilize more relevant technologies and
products to provide better (more secure, safe, and user-friendly) services.

1.

Overview of Concept

Electronic money system which consists of “Electronic

【figure A1】 Overall concept and structure

money issuing center” and “Device providing
(Electronic purse issuing) center” as main components
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to the outside of the system. If electronic money is counterfeit, the counterfeit money should be
detected and reported to predetermined organization in predefined way to handle such an incident
timely. “Electronic money issuing center” should be operated by central banks or an international
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e

organization. “Device providing center” is operated by government or an international organization.

2.

Issuing electronic money and electronic purse

A pair of keys, “Master private (secret) key for authentication of electronic money (emSmk)” and
“Master public key for authentication of electronic money (emPmk)” are generated at the “Electronic
money issuing center”.

The Master keys are stored in a secure place both physical and information

technology perspective (refer to Figure A2). “Electronic money number (emNum)” having sufficient
digits is increased sequentially when issuing electronic money. The “Electronic money number
(emNum)”, “Bulla of electronic money issuing center (emBull)”, and “Reserve memory for electronic
money to be used for contingency purposes (emCon)” are put together and encrypted by the “Master
private (secret) key (emSmk)” as one unit (lowest denomination) of electronic money, which means
that an unit of electronic money is issued.

At the “Electronic money issuing center”, "storage (database) for electronic money history” is
established to store the information of the electronic money including “issued year, month, date, and
time of e-money”, “log (settlement history) of the e-money”, “returned year, month, date, and time of
e-money”, and “reserve memory for e-

【figure A2】 Generation of encryption keys
Electronic money issuing center

money to be used for contingency
purposes” and the “Electronic money
number (emNum)” as the key of the
database (refer to Figure A2)

A pair of keys, “Master private (secret)
key for authentication of electronic
purse (epSmk)” and “Master public key
for authentication of electronic purse
(epPmk)” are generated at the “Device
providing center”.

Secure hardware
emBull: bulla of e-money issuing center
emSmk: master private key for
authentication of e-money
emPmk: master public key for
authentication of e-money
emCon: reserve memory for e-money to be
used for contingency purposes

Storage (database) for e-money history
emNum: e-money number
emYMDTissue: issued year, month, date,
and time of e-money
emHistry: log (settlement history) of the emoney
emYMDTret: returned year, month, date,
and time of e-money
emCon: reserve memory for e-money to be
used for contingency purposes

Also, the Master

keys are stored in a secure place both
physical and information technology
perspective. IC chip (or a hardware

Electronic purse issuing center
Secure hardware
epBull: bulla of electronic purse issuing
center
emBull: bulla of e-money issuing center
epSmk: master private key for
authentication of electronic
purse
epPmk: master public key for
authentication of electronic
purse
emPmk: master public key for
authentication of e-money
epCon: reserve memory for electronic
purse to be used for contingency
purpose
Storage (database) for electronic purse
history
epNum: electronic purse number
epPk: public key of electronic purse
電子epYMDTissue: issued year, month, date,
and time of electronic purse
epYMDTret: returned year, month, date,
and time
epCon: reserve memory for electronic
purse to be used for contingency
purpose

e-money contains data “emBull, emCon, and
emNum” encrypted by emSmk.
emSmk
emBull

having equivalent or higher level of

emCon

emNum

Electronic purse contains electronic purse ID,
data “epBull, epCon, epNum, epPk” encrypted
by epSmk, and data”epSk, emBull, emPmk,
epPmk”
Electronic purse ID

physical security, processing functions,

epSmk

and data storage functions with IC chip)

epBull

is provided as electronic purse at the

epSk
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epCon

epNum

epPk

emBull

emPmk

epPmk

“Device providing (electronic purse issuing) center”. “Electronic purses” are issued (initially set) only
at the “Device providing center”. Unique “Electronic purse number (epNum)” is allocated and stored
in each “Electronic purse”.

A unique pair of keys, “Private (secret) key of electronic purse (epSk)” and “Public key of electronic
purse (epPk)” are generated at the “Device providing center”. The “Public key of electronic purse
(epPk)”, “Electronic purse number (epNum)”, “Reserve memory for electronic purse to be used for
contingency purpose (epCon)”, and “Device providing center (epBull)” are put together and encrypted
by the “Master private (secret) key for authentication of electronic purse (epSmk)”, which forms
electronic purse ID.

At “Device providing center”, a unique “Electronic purse ID” is stored in each “Electronic purse”.
Also, at the “Device providing center”, “Master public key for authentication of electronic purse
(epPmk)”, “Master public key for authentication of electronic money (emPmk)”, “Bulla of Device
providing center (epBull”), and “Private (secret) key of the electronic purse (epSk)” are stored in the
“Electronic purse”. As mentioned before, “Electronic purse” should have sufficient level of security
to secure the data stored.

In particular, the “Private (secret) key of electronic purse (epSk)” will never

go out of the “Electronic purse” once it stored.
【figure A3】 Mutual authentication between two electronic purses
electronic purse A

At Device providing center, “Electronic purse

electronic purse B

electronic purse ID（A）

electronic purse ID（B）

epSmk

epSmk

epBull

epCon

epNuma

epPka

epBull

epCon

epNumb

epPkb

number (epNum)”, “Public key of electronic purse
(epPk)”, “Issued year, month, date, and time of
electronic purse (epYMDTissue)”, “Returned year,
month, date, and time (epYMDTret)”, “Reserved
memory for electronic purse to be used for

epSak

emBull

emPmk

epCon

epPkb

epNumb

epPkb

epBull

epCon

epBull

epCon

＝

Generate

epNuma

epPka

epCon

epBull
key

comKa
epSka

epBull

epBull
symmetric

epNuma

for

epNumb

epBull

＝

Generate

symmetric

epPkb

epSkb

comKa

epPka

epPka

epSka

comKb

comKb

epPkb

epPkb

comKa

epPka

epSka
comKb

epSkb
comKa

center (epBull)” is extracted by decrypting the “Electronic purse ID (B)” sent from electronic purse B
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key

communication (after authentication)

(electronic purse B) send “Electronic purse ID (B)” to

at the electronic purse A, “Bulla of Device providing

epPkb

comKb

epSkb

the other electronic purse (electronic purse A). Then,

epPka

epPmk

communication (after authentication)

shown in Figure A3. Firstly, an electronic purse

epPm

epNuma epPka

epCon

epPmk

Electronic purses are authenticated each other as

emPmk

epPmk

epCon

epBull

Mutual authentication of electronic purses

epNumb

epPmk

epBull

3.

emBull

epSmk

epBull

epBull

epSbk

electronic purse ID（A）

epSmk

contingency purpose (epCon)” are stored in “Storage
(database) for electronic purse history”.

epPmk

electronic purse ID（B）

for

by using “Master public key for authentication of electronic purse (epPmk)”. Next, by comparing the
extracted “Bulla of Device providing center (epBull)” with that (epBull) stored in the electronic purse
A, authenticity of electronic purse B is confirmed by electronic purse A.

Electronic purse A is also authenticated by electronic purse B with the same procedure.

4.

Generation of common encryption keys for communication between electronic purses

Common encryption keys for communication between the electronic purses are generated as shown in
Figure A3. Firstly, after confirming the authenticity of electronic purses, electronic purse A generates
a “Common encryption key (comKa)” for communication with electronic purse B and encrypt it with
“Public key of electronic purse B (epPkb)” and “Pprivate (secret) key of electronic purse A (epSka)”,
then sends it to electronic purse B. Secondly, after conducting same processes at electronic purse B to
authenticate electronic purse A, “Common encryption key for communication (comKb)” is sent after
encrypted by “Public key of electronic purse A (epPka)” and “Private (secret) key of electronic purse
B (epSkb)”. Then, at electronic purse A, the “Common key for communication (comKb)” sent from
electronic purse B is extracted by decrypting “Public key of electronic purse B (epPkb)” and “Private
(secret) key of electronic purse A (epSka)”. By combining the common keys generated by electronic
purse A and B, common key for communication between the electronic purses is generated.
Common key to send data from electronic purse A to electronic purse B is to be comKa+comKb and
vice versa.

5.

Process of transferring electronic money between electronic purses

After establishing Mutual authentication of electronic purses and generating the common key for
“Communication (comKa+comKb)”, electronic money is transferred between electronic purses as
shown in Figure A4. Firstly, when sending electronic money from electronic purse A to B, same
number of electronic money with specified amount are collected and bundled together. Each electronic
money carries its history of transfer. Secondly, bundled set of electronic money is encrypted by the
common key for “Communication (comKa+comKb)”. The encrypted set of electronic money is sent
to electronic purse B. At the electronic purse B, the set of electronic money is decrypted using the
common key for communication (comKa+comKb). Then, each electronic money is decrypted by
“Master public key for authentication of electronic money (emPmk)” to identify the “Bulla of
electronic money issuing center (emBull)”. The extracted “Bulla of electronic money issuing center
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(emBull)” of each electronic money is

【figure A4】 Transfer of e-money between electronic purses
electronic purse A

compared with that (emBull) stored in the

電子財布
B
epBull

electronic purse B. Then, authenticity of
electronic money is confirmed when the

epSka

epCon

emBull
comKa

both of the emBull are same. Also, the
number of electronic money is counted and

electronic purse B

epPka

epNuma

emPmk

epPmk

emBull

comKb

emCon

emBull

epPk

emPmk

epPmk

comKb

comKa+comKb
emNum

e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money

Amount of money Y to be transferred
(entered from outside the system)

specified amount (refer to Figure A4).

epNumb

comKa

emHistory

confirmed that the number is equal to the

epCon

epSbk

e-money + history of e-money
emSmk

epBull

comKa

comKa+comKb
e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money

Y

comKb

e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money
e-money+ history of e-money

Y

After confirming the amount received, the
emSmk

result is sent back to electronic purse A.

If

emBull

emCon

received electronic money is regarded as

emPmk

counterfeit money, it is sent back to the

emBull

emCon

electronic purse A. With respect to the

emBull
(If no)

=

emNum
emBull
(If yes)

electronic money received, “Electronic
emSmk

purse number (epNum)” of electronic purse

emBull

emCon

emNum

emPmk

B is added to the previous history of transfer
as new history of transfer.

emNum

emHistory

emHistory

epNumb

Then, the entire

history is encrypted by “Master public key for authentication of electronic money issuing center
(emPmk)” as new history of transfer.

6.

Detection measures of counterfeit electronic money and electronic purse

The process to identify counterfeit electronic money at the “Electronic money issuing center” is shown
in Figure A5. When returning to the “Electronic money issuing center”, firstly, the electronic money
is decrypted by “Master public key for authentication of electronic money (emPmk)” to extract the
“Bulla of electronic money issuing center (emBull)”. Secondary, the extracted “Bulla of electronic
money issuing center (emBull)” is compared with the emBull stored in the Electronic money issuing
center. Next, by decrypting the history of transfer of electronic money by “Master private (secret) key
for authentication of electronic money issuing center (emSm)” sequentially, all the electronic purse
numbers through which the electronic money has been transferred after generated are extracted and
stored to the storage (database) for returned electronic money history. Then, the stored data are checked
their consistency by comparing the data stored in the storage to detect counterfeit electronic money.
If there is any discrepancy of the history of electronic money transfer, such information should be
reported to the authorities pre-defined.
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If counterfeit electronic money is found, the information such as suspicious electronic purse number
related to the counterfeit electronic money is to be distributed to the devices with detection functions
such as electronic vaults.

Also, when such suspicious electronic money is detected based on the

information, it should be informed back to “Electronic money issuing center” and “Device providing
center”.

Returned electronic purses are checked at the “Device providing center”. Firstly, electronic purse ID
is decrypted by “Master public key for authentication of electronic purse (epPmk)”. Then, “Bulla of
Device providing center (epBull)” is extracted and compared with the epBull stored in the Device
providing center to authenticate the returned electronic purse to be genuine. Also, “Electronic purse
number (epNum)” is extracted and compared with
all stored epNum in the “storage (database) for
returned electronic purse history” to check

【figure A5】 Detection of counterfeit e-money

Secure hardware

Electronic purses are recovered regularly to check

emPmk

stored in the “Storage (database) for electronic
purse history”. If there is discrepancy among the
records stored in the database, the incident should
be reported to a pre-defined relevant authority to
address the incident.

emPｍk

emCon

emBull

Figure A5.
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